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ABSTRACT 

Results are reported for stylistic and developmental aspects of vo
cabulary composition for.I ,803 children and families who participated in 
the tri-city norming of a new parental report instrument, the MacArthur 
Communicative Development Inventories. We replicate previous studIes 
with small samples showing extensive variation in use of common nouns 
between age 0; 8 and I; 4- (i.e, 'referential style '), and in the proPJrtion 
of vocabulary made up of closed-class words between I; 4- and 2; 6 (ie. 
'analytic' vs. 'holistic' style). However, both style dimensior.s are 
confounded with developmental changes in the composition of the 
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lexicon, including three' waves' of reorganization: (I) an initial increase 
In percentage of common nouns from 0 to 100 words, followed by a 
proportional decrease; (2) a slow linear increase in verbs and other 
predicates, with the greatest gains taking place between 100 and 400 
words; (3) no proportional development at all in the use of closed-class 
vocabulary between 0 and 400 words, followed by a sharp increase from 
400 to 680 words. vVhen developmental changes in noun use are 
controlled, referential-style measures do not show the association with 
deve:opmental precocity repor:ed in previous studies, although these 
scores are related to maternal education, By contrast, when devel. 
opmental changes in grammatical function word use are controlled, high 
ciosed-class scores are associated with a slower rate of development. We 
suggest that younger children may have less perceptual acuity and/or 
shorter memory spans than older children with the same vocabulary 
size. As a result, the younger children may ignore unstressed function 
words until a later point in development while the older children tend to 
reproduce perceptual details that they do not yet understand. Longi
tudinal data show that early use of function words (under 400 words) is 
not related to grammatical levels after the 400-word point, confirming 
our 'stylistic' interpretation of early c1osed·class usage. We close with 
recommendations for the unconfounding of stylistic and developmental 
variance in research on individual differences in language development, 
and provide look-up tables that will permit other investigators to pull 
these aspects apart. 

INTRODUCTION 

Of all the individual differences described to date in the literature on early 
child language, variations in rate present the least interesting challenge to 
traditional' universalist' models of development, If it can be shown that all 
children go through the same basic sequence, activating a common set of 
structures and processes, then small variations in the onset time for specific 
language milestones might represent little more than a minor perturbation to 
a maturational theory (like variations in the onSet of puberty). Putative 
variations in style of development are more problematic, because they raise 
questions about the order in which structures are acquired, and the 
mechanisms used to acquire those structures. 

Consider the widespread claim that some children evidence an 'analytic' 
approach to language learning, while others display a 'holistic' or 'Gestalt' 
sty Ie (Peters. 1977; Plunkett, 1993; for a detailed review, see Bates, 
Bretherton & Snyder 1988), It has been argued that these stylistic contrasts 
hold up across traditional linguistic domains, including phonology, lexical 
semantics and grammar. In phonological development, some children 
reportedly' learn the tune before the words', picking up suprasegmental cues 
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(intonation, phrasal packaging) before they tackle the problem of segmenting 
the speech input into phonemic or syllable units. Other children start with 
phonemic or syllabic segments and work their way up to the use of larger and 
longer units. At the lexical semantic level, some children reportedly start 
their linguistic careers by emphasizing the referential functions of language, 
mapping strings of sounds onto their most obvious real-world correlates 
(usually common objects); other children start learning words from a 
different point of view, emphasizing the social and instrumental functions of 
language, imitating and reproducing strings of sounds for their social effects 
without a clear understanding of word-referent relations. At the level of first 
word combinations, some children reportedly begin by producing telegraphic 
utterances, strings of uninflected content words (including use of proper 
names to refer to speaker and listener); others use inflections and function 
words from the very beginning, although there is reason to believe that these 
functors are initially embedded in memorized routines or formulae (resulting 
in, for example, pronoun errors like Carry you! to mean Carry me /, 
presumably derived from a rough segmentation of adult strings like Do you 
want me to carry you?). 

In each,of these domains, the extreme types stand at opposite ends of a 
unimodal distribution, with most children occupying a middle ground. 
However, the existence of such extreme types lends support to the notion 
that children can vary in their choice of tools for language learning, with 
some children relying heavily on strategies for the segmentation, extraction 
and generalization of relatively small units, while others rely on storage and 
retrieval of relatively large but' underanalysed' input s'trings. This variation 
in choice of tools leads, in turn, to qualitative variations in the order of 
acquisition of basic linguistic structures (e.g; syllables vs. phonological 
phrases: nominal vs. non.nominal forms; content words vs, functors). If this 
kind of variation is confirmed on a relatively large scale, it raises serious 
problems for any theory based on the Modal Child (cf. Fenson, Dale, 
Reznick, ThaI, Bates, Hartung, Pethick & Reilly, 1993). 

There are, however, at least two reasons not to abandon the Modal Child 
quite yet. The first has to do with questions about the reliability of data on 
individual variations in style. The second has to do with the possibility that 
variations in style are confounded with variations in rate. 

With regard to the first point, most studies of stylistic variation have been 
carried out on relatively small samples. Some of the most influential studies 
have involved individual cases that illustrate exceptions to an expected 
'textbook' pattern of development. e.g. the extreme holistic style evidenced 
by Peters' subject Seth (Peters, 1977), the extreme analytic style evidenced 
by Bates' daughter Julia (Bates et ai. 1988), or the four children discussed in 
a rich array of studies by Lois Bloom and her colleagues (Bloom, Lightbown 
& Hood, 1975; see also Bloom, 1991). Group studies investigating the 
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generality and/or long-term stability of this stylistic variation are typically 
c	 based on samples ranging in size from 10 (Ferguson & Farwell, 1975; 

Vihman, 1986; Vihman, Ferguson & Elbert, 1986; Vihman & Greenlee, 
1987; Vihman & Miller, 1988) to 18 (in Nelson's pioneering study of lexical 
style in the one-word stage - Nelson, 1973), to 27 (Bates et al. 1988), topping 
out in sample sizes between 30 and 40 (e.g, Dixon & Shore, 1992), Although 
it is useful to point out that certain kinds of variation are POSSIBLE, they fall 
well short of the demonstrations we would need to establish the incidence 
and prevalence of target variations in the general population. 

The second problem revolves around alternative interpretations for the 
style variations that have been demonstrated to date. In some studies, there 
appears to be a correlation between style and rate of development, For 
example, a number of studies have reported that' referential style' (i.e. a high 
proportion ofcommon nouns early in the one-word stage) is associated with 
faster rates of development. When age is held c~nstant, there is a significant 
positive correlation between overall vocabulary size and percentage of nouns 
as a function of total vocabulary (Bates et al. 1988), However, in recent 
reviews of the Bates et al. (1988) study, Lieven & Pine (1990) and Pine & 
Lieven (1990) have provided evidence suggesting that there is also a 
monotonic increase in percentage of nouns' as a function of total vocabulary 
when the SAME children are followed longitudinally across the period from I 

to SO words. Hence the apparent correlation between precocity and referential 
style may reflect developmental rather than stylistic variation in noun use, 

In their critiques, Lieven & Pine do not dispute the existeI1ce of stylistic 
variations; instead, they are simply trying to point out that expressive or 
holistic style is not necessarily' bad' for children. However, this apparent 
confound between developmental variance and measures of style could pose 
a serious challenge to the literature on individual differences. If Lieven & 
Pine are correct, it is possible that the entire body of evidence for qualitative 
variation in language learning reflects nothing more than a 'snapshot' look at 
children who are developing at an abnormally fast or slow pace - reducing 
putative qualitative variations to a famiEar unifactorial theory of de
velopment, 

There are already a few psychometric studies that we'aken this unifnctorial 
interpretation, In their longitudinal study of individual differences, Bates et 
al. (1988) conducted confirmatory factor analyses to determine the number 
of factors needed to account for variations in lexical and grammatical 
performance within and across age levels (at I; I, I; 8 and 2; 4). Depending 
on the age level in question, at least three factors were needed to account for 
the variance: a comprehension factor, a rote production factor, and an 
'analysed production' factor that overlapped in part with measUres of 

I comprehension. Dixon & Shore (1991) have used confirmatory factor 
analysis in studies oflexical and grammatical ability at 1; 8; they report that 
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at least two factors are needed to fit the data, reflecting something very like 
the analytic/holistic contrast described in the individual difference literature. 
Hence there does appear to be more going on than global maturation, or a 
developmentnl version of Spearman's g. Nevertheless, our characterization of 
dimensions like' analytic/holistic style' is still distressingly vague, and the 
possibility of a confound between quantitative and qunlitatlve variation 
remains at many different points on the developmental landscape, 

In this paper, we will present results from a study of individual 
differences in vocabulary development in 1,803 English-speaking children, 
These results are based on a parental report instrument that has been under 
development in our laboratories for more than IS years (see Fenson et ai, 
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1993 for details). A variety of studies have demonstrated the reliability and 
validity of this instrument (Dale, Bates, Reznick & Morisset, 1989; Dale, 
199 I; Camaioni, Caselli, Longobardi & Volterra, 1991; O'Hanlon, vVash
kevich & ThaI, 1991; Jac~son.l\1aldonado, Marchman, ThaI, Bates & 
Gutierrez-Clellen, 1993) - epough to give us conSIderable confidence lI) the 
generality of these results, ~or example, the vocabulary checklists correlate 
positively and significantly ;tith laboratory observations of vocabulary (from 

i standard tests and free sp/eech), with coefficients ranging from -l- 0'40 to 
+ 0'80, depending on the.-study. The grammar measures obtained in Part II 
of the Toddler Scale (see Method, below) are also strongly correlated with 
laboratory measures of grammar. For example, Dale has shown that the 
grammatical complexity scale correlates with a laboratory measure of \lean 

!	 Length of Utterance nt r:;;:+0·88 at age 1;8, and r=+0'76 at age 2;0. 

Despite these successes, there are marked limitations in the kind of in
formation that can be obtained with parental report. For example, we can say 
nothing here about phonological development (e.g. segmental VB. supra
segmental approaches to the analysis of speech), nor about the frequency 
with which children use particular vocabulary types (i.e. type/token rela
tions), We cannot distinguish between imitations and spontaneous speech, 
nor can we specify the range of contexts in which individual lexical iterr.s are 
used (e,g. flexible and productive use vs. memorized frames), However, we 
can provide an exceptionally clear view of developmental changes i1; the 
composition of vocabulary from 0; 8 to 2; 6, and we can establish the 
boundaries of vanation in vocabulary composition within and across levels of 
development, This will permit us to disentangle variations in rate and style 
of development in the first stages of language learning, 

One final cautionary note before we proceed. We will be carrying O:.H a 
combination of developmental analyses (across vocabulary levels) and styl
istic analyses (holding vocabulary level constant), using dependent variaoles 
like' percentage of total vocabulary comprising common nouns', 'percen,age 
of total vocabulary comprising verbs' and' percentage of total vocabUlary 
comprising grammatical function words'. In all of these analyses, the ch;:d's 
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reported vocabulary will be analysed from the point of view of adult part-of
speech categories. That is, We will call an item a 'noun',.'verb' or 'function 
word' if that item functions as a noun, verb or functio,l) word in the adult 
language. And yet, we already know that small childrerioften u",e words in 
ways that deviate from usage by adults. For example, detailed case studies 
have shown that a given child may use the adjective hot as a name for stoves, 
lightbulbs and other heat-bearing objects. Pretty may function as the name 
for jewellery, flowers and buttons. Up may be used in a fashion that bears 
more resemblance to an action verb than a preposition (e.g. used exclusively 
in contexts in which the child is asking to be picked up).And so forth. 
Because there is no necessary one-to-one relationship betweetladult part-of
speech categories and the way that words are used by individl\al children, 
what can we learn from a study of vocabulary composition ti1at:t~1ies on adult 
classifications? 

Our answer to this question is that adult part-of-speech categories are 
excellent INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. We do not assume that children in this age 
range necessarily represent or recognize categories like noun, verb," or 
grammatical function word. Instead, we treat these categories as a summary 
or short-hand grouping of many large-scale differences in the nature of the 
child's linguistic INPUT, including differences in.the phonological, semantic, 
morphological and syntactic properties of words. To the extent that children 
treat nouns differently from verbs, content words differently from gram
matical function words, and so forth, we can assume that they have been 
affected by these differences in the input characteristics of words. De
velopmental differences in the acquisition ·of part-of-speech types may be 
taken to reflect changes in the child's ability to deal with these types. In the 
same vein, individual differences in vocabulary composition (with de
velopmentallevel held constant) can be taken to reflect qualitative variations 
in the child's sensitivity to the various characteristics that define part-of
speech categories in the adult language. Of course this kind of part-of-speech 
mapping can only take us so far. A great deal of additional work remains 
before we can determine which ASPECTS of the input have driven these 
developmental and/or stylistic patterns (i.e. whether these variations are tied 
to the phonological, semantic, morphological and/or syntactic characteristics 
that separate nouns, verbs, function words and other word types). Never
theless, we are convinced that this is a reasonable place to begin. 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Subjects were 1,803 infants aged between 0 j 8 and 2; 6 whose parents 
participated in a tri-city norming study of the MacArthur Communicative 
Development Inventories, conducted in San Diego, S'eattle and New Haven 

9° 

!
(Fenson et al. 1993). Families of 673 children completed the CDr: Infants 
when their children were between 0; 8 and I; 4; families of another I, I 3° 

·1\ children completed the CD I; Toddlers when their children were aged 
between I; 4 and 2; 6. Parents also filled out a basic information shee, with 
information on sex and birth order, the child's medical history, exposure to 

languages other than English, and parental education and occupation. The 
education and occupation statistics were used to calculate a modified version 

~.	 of the Hollingshead social class inventory (Hollingshead, 1965). A minimum 
of 30 males and 30 females are represented at each one-month age level i:l 
both the Infant and the Toddler samples. Middle- to upper-middle-class 
families are overrepresented in the sample as a whole, and approximately 
79 % of the mothers who participated in the study had at least 12 years of 
formal education. Children with serious health problems or extensive 
exposure to a language other than English were excluded from the study, 
based on the basic information sheet (the above numbers represent the total 

~ sample after these exclusionary criteria were applied). 

I 
~ 

j
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Parents of 217 cnildren in the Infant sample also completed the 
CD I: Toddlers an average of 6'8 months after participating in the cross
sectional study (S.D. = 0'68 months). The average age of these children was 
1; 1.14 at Time I (s.D. = 1'72 months), and I ;8.5 at Time 2 (S.D. :=; 1·86 
months). Parents of another 228 children in the Toddler sample completed 

" the CD I: Toddlers a second time approximately 6' 5 months after the initial i' 
administration (S.D. = 1'25 months). The average age of these children W,lS 

I ;8.12 at Time 1 (s.D. = 2'56 months) and 2;2.26 at Time 2 (S.D.:=; 2'4 2 

months). 

Materials 
The CDr: Infants is composed of two sections. Part I is a checklist of 396 

words that are among the first to appear in the vocabularies of young English
speaking children. Next to each word, the parent is asked to indicate if the 
child (a) understands that word, and (b) understands and produces that 
word. l The checklist is divided into 19 (broadly) semantic categories: sound 
effects (e.g. moo, vroom), animal names, vehicle names, toys, food items, 
articles of clothing, body parts, furniture, household objects, outside things 
and places to go, people (including proper nouns), routines and games (e.g. 

[1]	 In earlier verSlons of the parent questionnaire, we tried to distinguish between words that 
the child understands and says, vs. words that the child says in a rate or imitative fashion 
with little or no comprehension. It became quite dear to us that most paretlts ate unable 
to make this distinction; indeed, many rejected the distinction altogether, assuming that 
the child is able to understand any word that he or she can produce. For this reason, we 
decided to ' go with the parents' theory', assuming that production presupposes the abib ty 
to comprehend that word. Obviously this decision must be taken into account in 
interpreting results from this checklist. 
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peekaboo), verbs, words for time, adjectives, pronouns, question words, 
prepositions, and quantifiers. All forms are presented in their' citation form' 
(e.g, verbs are listed as stems). Part II is a checklist of 63 communicative 
andlor symbolic gestures that also develop in this age range. Data for Part II 
of the Infant Scale will not be discussed in this paper. 

The CD I: Toddlers is also composed of two sections, Part I is a checklist 
of 680 words (including the 396 words from the Infant list). In contrast with 
the Infant form, the Toddler form only asks about word production 
(previous research in our laboratories has shown that most parents of 
normally developing children are unable to track word comprehension after 
the age of 1; 4. The Toddler list is divided into 22 (broadly) semantic 
categories. In addition to the 19 categories from the Infant checklist, the 
Toddler list also contains separate sections for' helping verbs' (auxiliaries 
and modals) and conjunctions, and the Infant category' outside things and 
places to go' is divided into two separate sections, 'outside things' and 
'places' . 

Part II of the Toddler Scale looks at early grammar, from several different 
points of view (for a detailed discussion, see Dale, 1991; Fenson et ai. 1993 j 
Marchman & Bates, 1994). It begins with a single question regarding the 
onset of word combinations, where parents are asked to check 'not yet', 
'sometimes' or (often'. If· the child is reportedly producing any word 
combinations at all, parents are asked to continue to a series of questions 
about the nature of word combinations and grammatical forms. These 
include a checklist of verbs and nouns in regular and irregular inflected 
forms, a section in which parents are asked to write in the three longest 
utterances that their child has produced in the last few weeks, and a separate 
section on grammatical complexity. The complexity section is made up of 37 
sentence pairs, each reflecting a minimal contrast in grammatical complexity 
(e.g, Kitty sleeping Vs. Kitty is sleeping). Parents are asked to indicate which 
alternative within each pair 'sounds most like the' way that your child is 
talking right now'. The minimal contrasts tapped by this subscale include 
the presence or absence of copulas, auxiliaries, modals, possessives, plurals, 
tense markers, prepositions and articles in obligatory contexts. It also 
includes a few items in which both items are grammatically couect but vary 
in complexity (e.g, Lookit me 1 vs. Lookt't me dancing I). Scores can vary from 
o (parents always check the simpler alternative) to 37 (parents always check 
the more complex alternative). As noted earlier, this scale is highly correlated 
with laboratory measures of Mean Length of Utterance. In the present study, 
we will make use of only two measures from PartIr: the three-point word 
combination item, and the grammatical complexity scale. 
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Procedure 

Parents of the children in the norming study were contacted through locall 
doctors' offices and day care programs, and were asked to complete the 
inventory and return it in a postage-paid envelope. Because the Infunt and 
Toddler Scales are both printed on machine. scannable forms, all returned 
questlOnnaires were first subjected to visual analysis (to ensure that parents 
had followed directions and that the forms we~e appropriate for machine 
scanning), and then scored mechanically. The one exception is the section in 
which parents are asked to describe the three longest utterances their 
children have produced in the last few weeks. These were scored manually, 
according to procedures of the Child Language Data Exchange System 
(MacWhinney, 199r) for calculation of mean length of utterunce in mor
phemes, These MLU counts were not used in the present study, and wJI not 
be discussed further. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results will be presented in three parts; (I) an examination of developmental 
changes in lexical composition, as a function of overall vocabulary size; (~) an 
examination of individual differences in lexical composition within vo· 
cabulary levels; and (3) a quick look at the correlates of stylistic variation 
when developmental variance is controlled, including some limited evidence 
on continuity in style (or lack thereof) in a subset of children whose parents 
filled out a second report approximately six months after the norming study, 
As we shall see, there is strong evidence for BOTH developmental and stylistic 
variation, but there are also clear confounds between the two that should be 
kept separate in future studies, 

Developmental changes in vocabulary composition 

In this section, we will describe developmental changes in productive 
vocabulary (using both the CDI :Toddler and the CDI: Infant data), As 
background for these analyses of VOCABULARY COMPOSlTIOr-;, we will start by 
examining the range of variation that can be. observed in VOCABULARY SIZE. 

Within the Infant data for ages 0 j 8 to I; 4 there is (not surpris:ngly) a 
significant positive correlation between age and the number of words that 
children reportedly produce (r = +0'46, P < o·oor). However, there :s a:so a 
remarkable amount of variability in vocabulary size within most of the age 
groups between 0; 8 and 1; 4. From 0; 8 to 0; I 1, most children are producing 
little or no meaningful speech (i.e, between 0 and 3 words). Th:s result is 
compatible with the long-standing claim that language production starts 
around the end of the first year (e,g. Gesell, 1925; Lenneberg, 1967), 
However, the variance in word production starts to spread drumaticall:: after 
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that point. At Ii 0, the median number of words reported is 6, with a range 
from ° to 52. By I; 4 (when out data for the infant scale end), the median 
number of words produced is 40, but the range extends from a low of °words 
to a high of 347. Because these are parental report data, there are sound 
reasons to be sceptical about individual reports that are several standard 
deviations from the mean. But the variance looks enormous even when we 
adopt a more conservative view, focusing on the loth and 90th percentiles 
instead of the minimum and maximum score. At I j 4, 10 % of the children 
were reported to have productive vocabularies below·8 words, while the top 
10 % were reported to have vocabularies of 179 words or more. We have seen 
some children who fall at these extremes in our laboratories, and we are now 
convinced that this level of precocity does in fact exist (ThaI & Bates, 1990). 
It is not necessarily the product of wishful thinking by an overly enthusiastic 
parent, 

Individual differences in word production are even more marked in the 
period from I; 4 to 2; 6. Data from the CDr: Toddlers (based on a list of 680 
possible words) show a steady linear increase in vocabulary size as a function 
of age (reflecting a linear correlation of r = + 0'68, P < 0'001), However, the 
most striking aspect of our toddler data is the massive variability that can be 
observed at every age level. The range at I; 4 already extends from 6 to 357 
words, with a median of 44. These numbers are very close to estimates from 
the I; 4 group on the CD I: Infants (see preceding paragraph), and hence can 
be viewed as a replication (despite the fact that the Infant scale contains 396 

. possible words while the Toddler scale contains 680 possible words). At I; 8, 
the range extends from 3 to 544 words, with a median of 170. By 2;0, the 
median number of words has reached 31 I, but the range is still extraordinarily 
large: 10 % of the sample is reported to produce 534 words or more, while 
the bottom 10 % is still producing fewer than 57 words. When data for the 
CD 1 end at 2; 6, the median is 574, with a range from 208 to 675. Hence the 
bottom loth percentile has begun to catch up (with a range from z08 to 26z), 
while the top loth percentile has reached ceiling (with a range from 654 to 

675)· 
1t is apparent from these numbers why any analysis of vocabulary 

composition as a function of age would necessarily collapse across children 
who are at very different points in lexical development. Indeed, the period of 
maximum variation in lexical size appears to lie between Ii 4 and 2; ° 
precisely the range in which most work on individual differences in lexical 
and grammatical style has concentrated. Hence there are sound reasons to 
expect a confound between developmental and stylistic variance. To avoid 
these confounds, all our remaining analyses will divide children by de
velopmental level instead of chronological age. 

Starting with results from the Toddler Scale, the full sample of I, I 30 
children was divided into eight levels of vocabulary size (in number of 
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oIii i i j i 
~50 51-100 101-200201-300301-400401-500501-600 >600 

Size of production vocabulary 

Fig. I. Vocabulary composition from 1 : 4 to z; 6; proportion of common nouns, predicates and 
closed-class words at each vocabulary level. (Flat horizontal lines represent the percentage 
that each vocabulary type occupies within the checklist as a whole.) ., common nouns; 0, 

predicates; 0, closed class. 

words): 0-50 (N= 153),51-100 (N= 130), 101-ZOO (N= 177),201-3°0 
(N = 133), 301-400 (N = 153), 4°1-5°0 (N = ISS), 501-600 (N = 145), 
and 601-680 (N:.= 84). Although most of these levels represent Ioo-word 
increments, we kept the data separate for the periods between ° and 50, andI. 
51 and 100, because previous studies have suggested that the so-word point 
may represent a developmental watershed. 

Fig. I summarizes developmental trends in vocabulary composition for 
three variables: percentage of common nouns, percentage of predicates, and 
percentage of closed-class items. COMMON NOUNS were defined to include the 
following categories from the CDr: animal names, vehicles, toys, clothing, 
body parts, small household items, food and furniture (280 possible items, 
41'3 % of the total checklist). Potential nominals that were excluded from this 

, 

i' 
I( category include games and routines (e.g. pattycake), sound effects (e.g. 

meow, vroom), names for people (e.g. proper nouns and items like babysitter), 

and places to go (a category which included some common nouns but also 
included adverbials like outside and gerunds like camping), These items \vere 
excluded because previous studies have suggested that they may follow a 
differen t developmental course from 'true nominals' (Snyder, Bates & 
Bretherton, 1981; Bates et ai. 1988). PREDICATEs were defined as the sum of.~ 

~ two categories: verbs (referred to on the CD I as action names': 1°3 items, I 

I
!I 

15'z % of the total checklist) and adjectives (referred to on the CDr as 
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'descriptive words': 63 items, 9'3 % of the checklist), The verb category only 
included words that are used as main verbs; modals and auxiliaries were 
analysed separately as closed-class vocabulary items. In the same vein, the 
adjective category was designed to exclude closed·class modifiers (e,g, 
quantifiers, articles, pronominal adjectives), The combined predicate cate
gory contains 166 items, 24'4 % of the total checklist. Finally, CLOSED-CLASS 

ITEMS were defined to include pronouns, prepositions, question words, 
quantifiers, articles, auxiliary verbs and connectives (102 items, 15% of the 
checklist) , 

The flat horizontal lines in Fig, I represent the absolute proportion that 
each vocabulary type occupies within the checklist as a whole (i.e. 41'3 % 
common nouns, 24'4 % predicates, 15% closed class), These absolute 
proportions represent the checklist baseline, i,e. the proportion scores that 
children would obtain if parents checked all or almost all the items. They also 
represent the scores that we would expect, on average, if there were no 
systematic relationship between the size and composition of vocabulary (Le, 
if growth took place randomly or evenly across all part-of-speech categories), 
Examination of Fig. I shows that this is not the case, Instead, common 
nouns, predicates and closed-class items each follow a different devel
opmental course. 

Starting with common nouns, a one-way ANOVA by vocabulary level 
yielded no significant linear term' (F (I, 1121) for weighted linear term =: 

0'0958, p > 0'75)' However, the deviation from linearity was highly reliable 
(F (6, 1121) = 92'72, P < 0'0001), reflecting the inverted-U pattern that is so 
evident in Fig, I, In the period from I to 200 words, common nouns occupy 
an increasing proportion of total vocabulary, in line with the traditional idea 
that the first stages of lexical development in English-speaking children are 
dominated by the learning of new names for common objects. However, this 
increase in 'nouniness' peaks at a mean of 55'2 % in children with vocabu
laries between 101 and 200 words (the point at which other categories start 
to expand), and eventually drops to a mean of 41'9 % Uust above the 41'3 % 
figure that common nouns occupy within the checklist as a whole, i,e, the 
checklist baseline), 

This inverted U-shaped function helps to ~xplainlongitudinalfindings 

reported earlier by Bates et al. (1988). In their sample of 27 children, the 
relationship between speed of development and' referential style' (percentage 
of common nouns) changed in direction .as well as size between age I; I and 
2; 4, At I ; 'I, referential style (computed from parental report) was significantly 
and POSITIVELY correlated with overall vocabulary size, and with a number of 
other indices of progress in receptive and productive language ability. At 1; 8 
this was no longer true; referential style was entirely UNCORRELATED with 
other measures of language development. By 2; 4, referential style (computed 
from free speech) was NEGATIVELY associated with measures ·of language 
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ability, Bates et aI, interpreted these changes in the' meaning' of referential 
style to reflect changes in the nature and function of the lexicon - from a 
concentration on reference, to an emphasis on predication, culminating in an 
increased emphasis on the closed class, In fact, their longitudinal data (and 
their interpretation) map onto the cross-sectional data in Fig, I exceptionally 
well. Referring back to the age-based statistics reported earlier, we know that 
vocabulary size for most children aged 1; I falls well within the 1-200-word 
range, Fig, 1 shows that this is the period in which common nouns are still 
expanding (in proportional as well as in absolute terms), Hence there should 
be a positive correlation between' nouniness' and rate of development at this 
age. We also know from the age-based statistics cited earlier that vocabulary 
size for most children aged I; 8 falls between 100 and 300 words - straddling 
the rise and fall in the percentage of common nouns illustrated in Fig, I, It 
should be clear why there is no linear correlation between' nouniness' and 
vocabulary size in a sample of children that falls within this range, Finally, 
we know that most children aged 2; 4 have vocabularies between 300 and 600 
words, This is the developmental range in which there is a systematic drop 
in the percentage of common nouns, as other categories continue to expand, 
Hence we should expect a negative correlation between •nouniness' and 
vocabulary size for most samples of children aged 2; 4, In other words, by 
following the same sample of children longitudinally, Bates et aI, were 
tapping into different parts of the non-linear developmental function that 
governs the rate of noun growth (relative to other items) from I; I to 2; 6, 

A very different developmental pattern occurs for predicates (i,e, verbs + 
adjectives), A one-way ANOVA on these proportion scores by vocabulary 
level yielded a large and significant linear component (F (I, 112 I) for 
weighted linear term = 1808' 38, P < 0'0000 I); there was also a significan t 
deviation from linearity (F (6, I 12 I) = I I' 42, P < 0'0000 I), al thollgh this 
non-linear deviation is considerably smaller than the linear component. 
Inspection of Fig, I shows a steady linear increase in the expansion of the 
predicate category, from a low of 7'6 % in children with vocabularies between 
I and 50 words, to a peak of 25'2 % in the highest vocabulary group (i,e, Just 
above the 24'4 % checklist baseline), The small non-linear component in the 
one-way ANOVA probably represents a slight deceleration in the rate of 
expansion as predicate scores move toward the baseline proportion, 

Yet another pattern appears in our analysis of closed-class proportion 
scores. A one-way ANOVA across the full developmental range y:elded ,1 

significant linear component (F (1, 1121) for weighted linear term = 330'9 8, 
P < 0'00001) and a significant deviation from linearity (F (6, 1121) ::: 22'52, 
p < 0'00001), At first glance, this looks similar to the statistical results 
obtained above for the predicate category. However, the exact paaern of 
development differs markedly, and can be divided into two distinct epochs, 
Closed-class scores start out very low in children with 50 words or less 
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(occupying 5'9 %of total vocabulary, 6n average). Furthermore, there is no 
significant linear or non-linear increase in closed-class proportion scores 
until total vocabulary passes the 400-word point (determined through a 
separate one-way ANOVA for the five vocabulary groups under 400 words). 
After 400 words, closed-class vocabulary starts to expand at the (pro
portional) expense of other lexical types (determined through a separate one
way ANOVA across the three vocabulary levels above 400 words). This late 
increase has a significant linear component (F (1, 381) for weighted linear 
term :=:: 260'04, p < 0'00001), with no significant deviation from linearity 
(F (1,381) :=:: 0'89, p > 0'65). Hence we can view 400 words as the (take-off 
point', suggesting that development of closed-class vocabulary may require 
the presence of a certain critical mass of nouns, verbs and other content 
words (see Marchman & Bates, 1994, for supporting evidence). 

To summarize so far,' there are linear and non-linear changes in lexical 
composition across the 1;4 to 2.; 6 age range, reflecting distinct patterns of 
growth for nouns, verbs, adjectives and' closed-class words as a function of 
total vocabulary size. Nouns accelerate early (relative to other types), and 
level off around 200 words. Predicates start off slowly but show a constant 
linear expansion up to the checklist baseline. Closed-class words represent a 
small and unchanging proportion of total vocabulary in the period between 
1 and 400 words; after that point, they accelerate sharply relative to other 
lexical types. This pattern could be summarized in fairly traditional terms, as 
follows: 

Changes in the composition of the lexicon across this developmental range 
reflect a shift in emphasis from REFERENCE, to PREDICATION, to GRAMMAR. 

Before we accept this sensible but relatively strong conclusion, some 
control analyses are in order. Common nouns, predicates and closed-class 
items each represent a different absolute proportion' of the vocabulary 
checklist. That is, there are many more nouns on the checklist than 
predicates, and more predicates than grammatical function words. We 
composed the vocabulary checklist in this fashion for two reasons: (1) there 
are equivalent differences in the absolute size of these categories within the 
adult language; and (2.) these were the proportions that have shown up in 
previous studies using a more (open-ended' format (including live observa
tions as well as parental report). A comparison between the flat horizontal 
lines in Fig. 1 and the observed developmental trends should make it clear 
that vocabulary composition really is changing over time (Le. it is not an 
artefact of the checklist itself). Nevertheless, this result is important enough 
for our understanding of early lexical development that we thought it would 
be useful to examine these growth rates in vocabulary types from several 
points of view. 

First, although the literature on individual differences has emphasized the 
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proportion of common nouns and other terms within vocabulary as a whole 
(as indicated in Fig. 1), the raw growth functions within each category are 
also of some interest. Fig. 2 presents the absolute number of common nouns, 
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predicates and closed-class terms at each vocabulary level. The flat horizontal 
lines in Fig, 2 represent another kind of point of comparison: the total 
number of common nouns (28o), predicates (166) and closed-class terms 
(1°3) that are available on the checklist as a whole (i.e. the respective ceilings 
for each vocabulary type). As we might expect when children are grouped by 
total vocabulary size on a finite checklist, all three categories show positive 
growth and all three converge on their respective ceilings in children with 
more than 600 words. However, it is also clear from Fig, 2 that the growth 
curves differ for these three lexical types, To obtain more informatIon about 
the shape of each curve, we carried out three one-way ANOVAs (common 
nouns, predicates and closed-class words as a function of vocabulary level). 
Of course we knew that all three analyses would yield huge between- group 
effects, because the three category totals are contained within (and hence 
dependent on) vocabulary size. The real purpose of these analyses was to 
determine which polynomials reached significance (i.e, linear, quadratic, 
cubic), In fact, there were enormous between-group effects of vocabulary 
grouping on all three variables, and the linear, quadratic and cubic functions 
all reached significance in every case (with F-values ranging from 5::;'00 to 
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more than 20,000, all at p < 0'00001). This finding is compatible with 
independent analyses of vocabulary growth over age conducted by Fenson et 

ai, (1993), who showed that early vocabulary growth is best fitted by a logistic 
function - a function that contains linear, quadratic and cubic components 
(see also van Geert, 1991; Bates & Carnevale, in press), For our purposes here, 
the main point is that nouns grow most quickly, followed by predicates, with 
the slowest growth observed within the closed-class category, 

Because there are differences in the absolute number of items within each 
category, we also decided to look at growth as a function of the number of 
OPPORTUNITIES that are afforded by the checklist, WITHIN each category (e.g. 
what percentage of the 280 common nouns, 166 predicates and 102 gram
matical function words were. reported at each vocabulary level? These 
developmental trends are illustrated in Fig, 3, From this graph, it should be 
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clear that children begin to 'fill up' the common-noun opportunities first, 
followed by the predicates, with closed-class opportunities' filling up' much 
later in development. For example, 50 % of the nouns have been checked (on 
average) when total vocabulary stands between 200 and 300 words, 50 % of 
the predicates have been checked (on average) when overall vocabulary size 
falls between 300 and 450 words, Closed-class opportunities do not reach the 
50 % mark until total vocabulary falls between 500 and 600 words, The 
reliability of these trends was verified in a mixed 8 x 3 ANOVA treating 
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vocabulary level as a between-subjects variable, with part-of-speech category 
treated as a withip-subject variable, All three effects reached significance: a 
main effect of vocabulary size (F (7, 1(22) =: 7°68'7, p < 0'0001), a main 
effect of category (F(2, 2244):= 2390'S, p < 0'0001), and an interaction 
between size and category (F(I4, 2244) =: 165'70, p < 0'001), 

A somewhat different perspective on the same data comes from an 
examination of the RATE OF CHANGE from one vocabulary level to another. Of 
course we cannot calculate rate-of. change statistics for individual chi~dren, 

because these are cross-sectional data, However, some insights into the 
average rate of growth can be obtained by comparing group means For 
example, the mean number of common nouns for children with vocabularies 
between I and 50 is I I' 58; the mean number for children between 5 I and 100 

is 37'86, The difference between these two means is 26'28, which represents 
an increase of 21.7 % (26'28/ I I' 58), Fig, 4 graphs the percentage increase that 
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is observed for each category, from one vocabUlary level to another, All three 
categories show huge growth at the first comparison (i,e, the difference 
between children with vocabularies under 50 words, and children with 
vocabularies between 50 and 100 words), This is what we should expect) 
since many children in the < 50 group have just begun to talk. For the same 
reason, all three categories also show a sharp drop in rate of growth after this 
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point, Most interesting for our purposes are the growth rates that are 
observed between 100 and 600 words: For common nouns, there is a steep 
and constant deceleration in rate of growth across all vocabulary levels after 
the so-word point; furthermore, common nouns grow more slowly than any 
other category after the loa-word point. Predicates also show a steady decline 
in rate of growth across the period from 100 to 600 words; nevertheless, 
predicates are growing faster than nouns or closed-class words in the period 
between so and 400 words, Finally, as we might expect from our earlier 
analyses, closed-class words are the fastest growing category for all children 
with vocabularies that exceed 400 words, 

In short, no matter how we look at these effects, they appear to be 
extremely lawful, suggesting that there are indeed 'three waves' or 'three 
moments' in the composition and recomposition of the lexicon betw-~en ages 
1:4 and 2: 6, when total vocabulary grows from under 50 words to more than 
600, In particular, we confirm the proposed shift in rate of growth (or relative 
emphasis) from reference, to predication, to grammar, 

These results confirm and extend earlier suggestions by Lieven & Pine 
(1990), showing that measures of' referential style' (defined as 'percentage of 
common nouns ') may be heavily confounded by developmental changes that 
presumably affect all children, However, a great deal of the literature on 
referential style has focused on the period between °and so words - a single 
point on the developmental curves illustrated in Figs 1-4, What happens in 
the very first stages of lexical development? To answer this question, we turn 
to analyses of vocabulary composition in our data for the COL Infant Scale, 

Data for the 659 children aged between 0; 8 and 1 j 4 were divided into the 
following six developmental levels (based on total number of words' 
produced): 0 words (1'1 = 134, 20'3 % of the sample), 1-5 words (1'1 == 180, 
27'3 % of the sample), 6-10 words (1'1 '= 85, 12'9 % of the sample), 11-20 
words (1'1 == 106,16' I % of the sample), 2 I-SO words (1'1 ;:.:; 92, 14 % of the 
sample) and more than So words (1'1 = 62,9'4 % of the sample, representing 
a range fr~m 51 to 347), Proportion scores for common nouns, predicates and 
closed-class words were calculated following the definitions outlined above, 
Out of the 396 words on the infant checklist, 182were common nouns (46 % 
of the total checklist), 92 were verbs or adjectives (23'2 % of the checklist) 
and 36 were closed-class items (9'1 % of the checklist), Obviously such 
proportion scores have no meaning for children at the zero-word level. Hence 
all our one-way ANOVAs were conducted over the five vocabulary levels 
from I to 347. Results of these analyses are illustrated in Fig, 5 (where the 
threetlat horizontal lines represent the checklist baselines for common 
nouns, p,redicates and closed·class items, respectively). 

Results for the common-noun category suggest that the early linear trend 
observed in<our Toddler.analyses .hokls all across the'range from I to $0 

words, A one-wayANOVA for common-noun'proportion scores yielded a 
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large linear component (F(I, 520) for weighted linear term === 212'81, P < 
0'000(1), with no significant deviation from linearity (F (3, 520) ;:.:; 0'63, p > 
0'60), In the relatively unstable period between I and 5 words, common 
nouns represent only 16'4 % of total vocabulary, on average (far below the 
46 % baseline), These percentages climb steadily, from 22'9 % in chJldren 
with 6-10 words, to 32'9 % in children with [1-20 words, to 44'5X in 
children with 2 I-SO words, to a peak of 54' I % in children wi th more than 50 

words (well above the 46 % baseline, suggesting an overrepresentatlOn of 
common nouns), Remember that we have defined the category' common 
noun' to exclude sound effects, names for people, and other items that are 
typical in the first naming acts performed by one-year.old children (e,g, 
Daddy,' woo woo for dog; vroom for car or airplane), Hence these results may 
actually UNDERESTlMATE the extent to which early lexical development 
revolves around the naming function, We conclude that the' discovery' and 
expansion of referring terms dominates the first stage of lexical development, 
from I to 100 words (but see individual differences in the section on stylistic 
variation, below), 

Results for the predicate category support this conclusion, Within the 
Infant data, a one-wayANOVA over developmental levels yielded a large 
linear component (F (1, 520) for weighted linear term = 75 '3 3, P < o'OOO::ll), 
In contrast with the steady linear trend observed for common nouns, the 
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predic~te category also yielded a significant deviation from linearity (F (3, 
= 4'2 I, P < 0'0 I), with a significant quadratic component (F (I, 520) for 520 ) 

the weighted quadratic term =" 10'59, P < 0'01), The non-linear component 
in this analysis reflects the fact that most children in the Infant sample have 
no verbs or adjectives at all (i,e, a floor effect) acrosS the first three levels of 
vocabulary development, For children with small and unstable lexicons 
between I and 5 words, verbs and adjectives together comprise only 2'25 % 
of total vocabulary; indeed, 90 % of the children in this group had no verbs 
or adjectives in their productive lexicons, In the period from 6 to 10 words, 
predicates constitute 1'54 % oitotal vocabulary (1'08 % for verbs and less 
than I % for adjectives), At this point, parents still report no verbs or 
adjectives at all for more than 85 % of the children, From I I to 20 words, 
predicates account for 4'8 I % of the total (2'7 % for adjectives and 2' I 2 % for 
verbs), a significant but very small increase, Most children still have one verb 
or adjective at most, From 21 to 50 words, predicate scores have soared to an 
average of 7 % (4'3 % adjectives and 2'7 % verbs), Butthe average child still 
has no more than 2-3 items from the combined predicate category, Finally, 
predicate scores for children with vocabularies over 50 words reach an 
average of I 1'8 % (4'8 % adjectives and 7'0 % verbs), still well below the 
23'z % that predicates represent within the checklist as a whole, We may 
conclude that verbs and adjectives develop very slowly in the first stages of 
lexical development, at least for this English-speaking sample (d, Bates, 
Caselli & Casadio, 1990; Gopnik & Choi, 1990)' These predicate terms do 
not' take off' for most children until they achieve a: critical vocabulary size of 
at least 50 words, (For further evidence of such' critical mass' effects in 
lexical organization,see Marchman & Bates, 1994; for simulations of 
language learning that rely on a similar 'critical mass' mechanism, see 

Plunkett, Marchman & Knudsen, 1993,) 
Finally, closed-class items constitute a negligible proportion of total 

vocabulary throughout the Infant range. A one-way ANOVA over de
velopmentallevels yielded a significant but relatively small linear component 
(F (i, 520) for weighted linear term = 4'39, P < 0'04), with no significant 
deviation from linearity (F (3. 5zo) = 0' 58, p > 0'63), Grammatical function 
words constitute an. average of 3'2 % of vocabulary for children with 
vocabularies between 1 and 5 words, and most children (90 %) reportedly 
have no items from this category, Between 6 and 10 words, the average is still 
only 3'6 %' By the period between 11 and 20 words, the average has reached 
5'8%, but the mean drops slightly to 5'15% between 21 and 50 words, 
Finally, for children with vocabularies over 50 words. closed-class items still 
average only 5'4 % of total vocabulary, These scores replicate and extend the 
findings reported for older children in our analyses of the Toddler Scale; 
closed-class items undergo no real growth (relative to other items) until a 
much later stage in language development, The handful of closed-class items 
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produced by children between 0: 8 and I; 4 include the occasional prepositlOl1 
or locative adverbial (e,g, up I), a few pronouns and pronominal modifiers 
(e.g. that. mine), some quantifiers (e,g. more) and negatives (e.g, no), All of 
these are of course terms that can be used in single-word speech, to indicate 
states and relations that are best considered' pre-grammatical', 

To summarize, the Infant data support our earlier conclusion regarding a 

shift in the focus of lexical expansion from reference, to predicatlOn, to 
grammar, The Infant data do give us a more detailed picture of the earliest 
stages in lexical development, showing ihat (I) verbs, adjectives and closed· 
class words are very rare in English-speaking children WIth vocabularies 
under 50 or 100 words; and (2) the proportional expansion of common nouns 
begins with the first word and continues up to the 100-word point. Hence 
there appears to be a CONFOUND BETWEEN DEVELOPMENTAL AND STYLISTIC 

ASPECTS of 'referential style' at every point in the one-word stage. 

Stylistic variation in vocabulary composition 

We have shown that there are clear-cut developmental changes in lexical 
composition from age 0; 8 to I; 4, In this section, we want to determine 
whether there is any evidence left for variations in lexical style when 
developmental levels are held constant, 

Starting with common-noun proportion scores (our best estimate of 
'referential style'), Fig, 6 displays the I~th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th 
percentile scores for this variable in the Toddler data, across the eight 
vocabulary levels described above, Although it is clear from Fig, 6 that the 
developmental trends in common-noun usage are evident across the entire 
sample (Le, a curvilinear function that peaks between 100 and zoo words), 
there is also enormoUs variability within vocabulary levels, particularly in the 
early stages of development. For children with vocabularies under 50 words, 
the median' referential style' score is 40'65 %' However, the absol ute range 
extends from 0 % to 75 %' If we use the loth and 90th percentiles as a more 
conservative estimate of the outer limits for variation in referential stvle, we 
find that children in the bottom loth percentile have scores under 15'5 %, 
while children in the top loth percentile have scores of 56'8 % or greater. The 
standard dev:ation in this developmental range is also an impressive 15 '9 %. 
From this point on, the standard deviation for common-noun scores grows 
smaller, but absolute proportion scores reach their peak at Level 3 (101-Z00 
words), where the median is 7Z'7 %. The range at this level of development 
goes from a low of 53'6 % to a high of 98'7 %' In other words, there is at least 
one child in this large sample with a vocabulary larger than 100 words, 
consisting almost exclusively of names for common objects! Once again, 
parental reports that are as extreme as this should perhaps be viewed with 
caution, However, if we use the more conservative loth and 90th percentiles, 
we find that children in the bottom 10th percentile for Level 3 have 
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vocabularies with fewer than 45 % common nouns, while children in the top 
loth percentile have referential style scores of 65~9 %or greater. By the time 
vocabularies 'reach 500 words or more, Fig. 6 shows that yariation in 
< nouniness' has all but disappeared; this is due to the fact that most children 
have settled into the checklist baseline for this particular measure. 

It should be clear from these analyses that there is ample variation in 
referential. style, over· and above the developmental effects that we docu
mented earlier. This variation is most marked in the early stages of 
development, particularly ih children with vocabularies in the I-50-word 
range. To examine this early variability in more detail, we turn to common
noun proportion scores for the Infant data, illustrated ih Fig, 7. This Figure 
also illustrates the loth, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentile scores, for each 
of the five vocabulary levels described earlier (I =1-5 words; 2 == 6-10 
words; 3 = I 1-20 words; 4 = 2 I-50 words; 5 == > 50 words), For children 
with very small vocabularies (I-5 words), the median common-noun pro
portion score is 0 (i.e. no object names at all), but the range extends from 
O-IOO %, and the standard deviation is a full 25 %. The picture is still quite 
extreme if we use the loth and 90th percentile scores as a more conservative 
estimate of the range (0 for children in the bottom loth percentile, so % for 
children in the top loth percentile). However, because these proportion 
scores are based on very small denominators,' their internal stability is 
questionable. A more reliable and informative view of variation in < referential 
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style' comes between Level 3 (I 1-20 words) and Level 4 (20-50 words), This 
is the vocabulary range that has been the focus of most previous work on 
referential style (e.g. Nelson, 1973; Snyder et ai. 1981), At Level 3, we find 
a range from 0 to 79 %, with a standard deviation of 17'2 %. Children in the 
bottom loth percentile have vocabularies in which common nouns represent 
less than IO % of the total; children in the top 10th percentile have 
vocabularies that are at least 56'3 % common nouns. At Level 4, the variation 
is' only slightly smaller: a range of 12-IOO %, with a standard deviation of 
IS'1 %; children in the bottom loth percentile have' referential style' scores 
under 24 %, while children in the top loth percentile average 6I'8 % or 

greater. By LevelS (when vocabularies go over so words), variation in 
referential style starts to drop markedly, The outer range extends fr')m J6 uh , 

to 72 %, with a standard deviation of 8,6 %; scores for the bott')!TI roth 
percentile fall at 4I·8 % or lower; scores for the top 10th fall above 66 

We may conclude that variation in referential style is a real and rODust 
phenomenon, one that persists after we have controlled for variation that is 
due to developmental change. This variation is most apparent (and most 
reliable) in children with vocabularies in the la-SO words range ~ right where 
Katherine Nelson and her colleagues discovered it more than 15 years ago! 
Later on we will look at some of the concurrent and predictive correlates of 
referential style when developmental confounds are removed in this way, 
Meanwhile, our data also permit us to examine individual differences in the 
distribution of other lexical categories, most notably predicates and gram
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Fig. 8. Variation in production of predicates as a proportion of IOtal Yocabu1ary from 1; 4 to 
2.; 6. Key as for Fig. 6, 

matical function words. (We will restrict ourselves to the Toddler data for 
these analyses, because there are so few predicates Or function words before 

age 1; 4.) 
Fig. 8 illustrates the variation observed in predicate proportion scores in 

our Toddler data (the loth, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles within each 
of the eight vocabulary levels described above). These results can be 
summarized fairly quickly: in contrast with the broad variation observed in 
referential style, predicate scores show relatively little variation. The largest 
range (0-79 %) is observed in the data for children with vocabularies under 
50 words; the extreme high scores all come from children with very small and 
unstable total vocabularies (under 10 words), and are never observed again 
across the entire developmental range,. If we use the top and bottom loth 
percentiles as a more conservative estimate of the range at Levell, we find 
that children in the bottom loth percentile have no verbs or adjectives at all, 
while children in the top loth have predicate scores of 15'4 % or greater. 
After this developmental level, variation in predicate scores is even more 
constrained. Standard deviations decrease slowly from 8'72 % at Level I, to 
less than I % at Level 8 (when most children are at the checklist baseline). In 
short, although there is some variation in predicate growth around the 
developmental trends described earlier, predicates do not show the same kind 
of quantitative and (perhaps) qualitative variation that we observed with 
common nouns. 
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A somewhat different story emerges when we examine vanatlOn in the 
closed class, holding vocabulary size constant. The developmental analyses 
presented earlier revealed that clQsed-class growth in toddlers can be divided 
into two distinct developmental epochs: for children with vocabularies under 
,!-oo words, there is no linear or non-linear relation between vocabulary size 
and closed-class proportion scores; after the 400-word level, these items start 
to (take off', occupying an increasing proportion of reported vocabulary 
totals. This finding raises the possibility of a change in the distribution and 
meaning of closed-class proportion scores when vocabulary size is controlled . 
Fig. 9 illustrates the loth, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles for this 
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Fig. 9. Variation in production of closed•.c1as8 words as a proportion of total vocabUlary from 
1;4 to 2.;6. Key as for Fig. 6. 

variable, across all eight vocabulary levels in the Toddler data. This graph 
shows substantial individual variation in the cpntribution of the closed class 
for children within the I-40o-word range. Hence there appears tc be '-:0 

confound between developmental and stylistic variance in closed-class usage 
in children with vocabularies under 400 words, After 400 words) there is a 
linear increase in closed-class proportion scores for the entire sample, a 
change that is visible from the lowest 10 % to the highest 10 % of the sample. 
Hence there clearly IS a confound between developmental and s:ylistic 
variance in closed-class usage after total vocabulary reaches the 4oo-word 
mark. 

This finding is quite consistent with previous reports on the timhg and 
nature of 'nominal/pronominal style'. For example, in the pioneering study 
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by Bloom and her colleagues (Bloom et ai, I 9i5), variation in the use or non
use of subject pronouns was restricted tothe stage of first word combinations 
(roughly corresponding to Roger Brown's Stage I - Brown, I9i3), After that 
point, all four children started to Use nouns and pronouns in comparable 
ways. In the same vein, Bates et ai, (1988) reported a marked change between 
I; 8 and 2.; 4 in the statistical effects associated. with closed-class proportion 
scores. At I; 8, these scores are correlated with a. variety of 'rote style' 
measures, but they are essentially unrelated to overall rate of development; 
at2; 4, the same closed-class proportion scoreS ·are correlated with many 
different indices of progress in lexical and grammatical development, 
including Mean Length of Utterance and total vocabulary size (based on free 
speech only, since parental reports were not available at 2.; 4 for the Bates et 
al. sample). Bates et al. also reported that I; 8·c1osed.class proportion scores 
(for free speech) are significantly and NEGATIVELY correlated with the' same' 
measure eight months later I They interpreted this finding to mean that the 
early use ordosed.class items derives from reliance or overreliance on rate 
memory, a lexical style that is apparently not very helpful (at least not in the 
short term) when children must attain productive control over the gram
matical morphology of their language. Fig, 9 tells us nothing about the 
advantages or disadvantages of' closed.class style·' in the early period, but it 
does suggest that some kind of qualitative change takes place around the 400

word boundary. 
To summarize results for this section, we have uncovered evidence for 

large individual differences in lexical composition, above and beyond the 
systematic variations associated with changes in vocabulary size. Stylistic 
variation in noun use (i.e. the referential/expressive dimension) is most 
evident and most stable in the period between 10 and 50 words, although 
there is a confound between developmental and stylistic variations at every 
point beyond the first word. Stylistic variation in the use of closed-class 
morphemes (i.e. the analytic/holistic dimension) is most appareht in children 
with vocabularies under 400 words - a period in which there is no discernible 
relation between closed·class proportion scores and overall vocabulary size. 
We are now in a posi'tion to disentangle developmental and stylistic effects, 
examining some of the concurrent .and longitudinal associates of referential 
style, and closed-class proportion scores. 

Correlates of stylistic variation in lexical composition when vocabulary level is 
controlled 

(i) Correlates of referential style 
In previous studies using percentage of nouns as a measure of referential style 
(without controlling for overall vocabulary size), children who are high in 
referential style appear to be more precocious (i.e. they reach the same levels 
of lexical development at a younger age). They are also more likely to be girls, 
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first born, and/or higher in social class. What happens to these demographic 
'fellow travellers' of referential style when developmental variance is 
controlled r To ask these questions, we calculated percentile scores for each 
child in the Infant sample with a vocabulary size of at least 10 words (yielding 
a total sample size of 2.i4 children). The look-up table on which these 
calculations were based is included in the Appendix. Correlational analyses 
were conducted comparing results for these adjusted scores with the results 
obtained using unadjusted percentage scores. Table 1 summarizes the 

TAB LE 1. Correlations of adJusted and unadJusted referential style scores with 
vocabulary size and demographic variables (jor children with vocabularies of 

IO words or more) 

Adjusted; 
U nadj usted : percentile score 

raW ~i~ for % common 
common nouns nouns 

Total vocabulary 0'3S~'U 0'02 

Age 0'3 1~ .... 0' 1 s·" 
Gender 0'02 0'1 I"" 

Birth order -0 1 12* -0'08 

Socioeconomic status 0'09 0'18"* 

Mother's education O'! l~ 0'18'" 

Father's education 0'11" 0·19 .. • .. 

Mother's occupation 0'01 0'1 I" 

Fllther,s occuplltion 0'10"" 0'14" 

" = p < O'OS; .... = p < 0'0 I ; , .. ~ = p < 0'001. 

correlations of these two referential style measures with total vocabulary size, 
age, gender, birth order, and five demographic variables (socioeconomic 
status (8E8), maternal education and occupation, paternal education and 
occupation) . 

As we might expect from the results presented earlier (see especwlly Figs 
5 and i), the raw measure of referential style was significantly correlated with 
age (r = +0'3 I, P < 0'001) and total vocabulary size (r = +0'3 5, P < 0'001), 

There was also a small but reliable correl8tion with birth order, indicating 
that later-born children have lower scores for referential style (r = - 0' 1 2., P 
< 0'05). Finally, there were small but statistically significant co:nlntions 
with maternal education (r = +O' 1 I, P < 0'05), paternal education (r 
= +O'II, P < 0'05) and paternal occupation (r = +0'10, P < 0'05). [n short, 
results obtained with the unadjusted scores for referential style replicate 
other reports in the literature using this measure. 

The picture changes slightly when we look at correlations invo:ving the 
developmentally adjusted percentile scores. The correlation w:th total 
vocabulary' disappeared (a natural by-product of the fact that these percentile 
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scor'~s were calculated within vocabulary levels). The conelation with age 
was still significa.nt (r "'" +0'15, P < 0'01) - but notice that this is a positive 
correlation, suggesting that children high in referential style are actually 
somewhat older than children with proportionally fewer common nouns. In 
other words, they are NOT precocious (i.e. they are not arriving at their 
respective vocabulary levels at a particularly early age). On the contrllry, they 
tend to be slightly older - which may mean that we have not succeeded in 
removing all the developmental variance contained within scores for ref
erential style. With the adjusted scores, a sex difference emerged that was not 
visible with the raw style measure (r == + O' 11, P < 0'05, indicating slightly 
higher referential scores for girls). On the other hand, the birth order 
correlation dropped below significance (r = - 0'08, n.s!). Finally, all of the 
correlations between referential style and social class were reliable when 
adjusted scores are used - and they were somewhat stronger than the two 
significant correlations obtained using unadjusted scores. 

Because we have controlled here for the child's level of productive 
vocabulary, we know that these associations between parental variables and 
referential style are not due to a global correlation between social class and 
rate of development. In this respect, our results are compatible with a variety 
of studies suggesting a more specific link between parental style and 
I nouniness' early in the one-word stage (e.g. Nelson, 1981; Goldfield & 
Snow, 1985; Hampson & Nelson, 1993). However, these effects should be 
interpreted with caution. These demographic measures are responsible for 
relatively little of the variation in referential style evidenced in these data. 

Because these effects are small, and because they bear a very indirect relation 
to parental style, our results can only be taken as weak support for 
environmental accounts of.variation in referential style. z 

Finally, we looked at the long-term predictability of referential style, using 
the adjusted scores (for children with a minimum of 10 words at Time 1 

leaving a total sample of 169). Results at Time 2 (approximately 6'5 months 

[2J	 In a sample as large as this one, It is possible to obtain effects that are statistically rellable 
even though they actually accOUnt for less than :z% of the variance. Obviously one is 
entitled to conclude that such effects are statistically significant, but theoretically trivial 
- or, at the very least, impossible to study without a sample of more than a thousand 
children, On the other hand, a small effect can be contributed by a critical subsection of 
the population that is quite interesting from a theoretical point of view (e,g, the kind of 
problem faced by epidemiologists who are trying to determine which individuals are likely 
to be the one in 10,000 to suffer from a particular disease), One strategy for dealing with 
this problem is to use the kind of large-scale information reported here to search for a 
small sample of extreme caseS (e.g, to find 10 children who are extremely high in 
referential style, matched to 10 children who are very low in referential style but similar 
in many other respects), If the effect in question proves to be robust in the'se extreme cases 
(e.g. if the parents of the 10 high-referential children behave in a manner that is reliably 
different from the parents of the 10 low-referential childrenl, then we may conclude with 
some confidence that the effect is interesting and real, eVen though it would be difficult to 

deteCt in an unselected sample, 
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later) come from the Toddler Scale, providing scores for total vocabulary, 
vocabulary composition (percentage of common nouns, percentage of pre

dicates, and percentage of closed-class words), and grammatic'll complexity, 
The longitudinal correlations can be summarized succinctly: 

There were no significant effects of referential style at TIme I on any of the 
Time 2 measures, including total vocabulary, percentage of commO:l 
nouns, percentage of predicates, percentage of closed-ciass word" or 
grammatical complexity. 

This was true even when we restricted ourselves entirely to children with 
Time 2 vocabularies under 400 words (i.e. the pe~iod lD which We are 
sure that there are no confounds between' closed·class style' and overall 
vocabulary size), 

Our failure to find a longitudinal correlation between early referenti,l! style 
and later closed-class use is particularly important, since it has been claimed 
that referential children adopt a telegraphic style in their first Ilord com
binations, while' expressive children' (i.e, children with low proportions of 
common nouns early in the one-word stage) tend to adopt a prcnominal/ 
holistic/formulaic approach to early grammar, Our results suggest that such 
claims were contaminated by developmental variance in measures of ref· 
erential vs, expressive style, At first glance, this also appears to contrudict 
reports by Bates et al. (1988) on continuity in lexical style in children aged 
1; 1 to 2; 4. However, their conclusions were not based on simple scores for 
the percentage of common nouns. In fact, their measure of the percentage of 

common nouns at 1; t showed relatively little continuity with 1; 8 and 2; 4 
language measures. The style measure that did show continuity across this 
age range in their study was a factor score called' analytic production', a 
composite of interview and observation measures that loaded highly on 
comprehension as well as referential production, This measure Was con
trasted with another composite score called 'rote production', reflecting 
(among other things) a tendency for the child to repeat or produce words that 
he or she does not appear to understand on a separate comprehension test 
These measures seem to have more in common with the so-called analytic! 
holistic dimension than referential style per se, This brings us to concurrent 
and longitudinal predictions involving closed·class proportion scores, 
another candidate for a measu,e of analytic/holts tic style, 

(ii) Correlates of closed-class proportion scores 
For our measure of referential style, the confound between developmental 
and stylistic variance extends across every point in development fmm the 
first word, To disentangle the two forms of variance, we had to use some 
fairly complex scoring procedures. By contrast, variation in closed-class 
proportion scores can be neatly divided into two epochs, For children with 
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TABLE 2. Demographic correlates of closed-class percentage scores 

Size of total vocabulary 

All < 400 > 400 

(N == 1130) (N == 744) (N == 386) 

Age 0'3 6"U O·IZ .... 0·36" .... 

Birth order 0'01 O'oz 0'01 

Socioeconomic status -0'01 0'00 -0'01 

Mother's education 0·13 .... 0'01 0·13 .... 

Father's education -0'06 -0'03 -0'06 

Mother's occupation -0'03 0'03 -0'03 

Father's occupation 0'01 -0'04 0'01 

.. == p < 0'05 ; .... == p < 0'0 I : ...... == p < 0'00 l. 

vocabularies under 400 words, there is no linear or non-linear association 
with lexical level. For children with vocabularies over 400 words, there is a 
strong linear relationship with vocabulary size that includes all children from 
the bottom to the top I othpercentiles. Hence it seems fair to conclude that 
stylistic variance dominates in the period from ° to 400 words, while 
developmental variance dominates after vocabulary reaches 400 words. In 
this section, we can explore the stylistic and developmental correlates of 
closed-class proportion scores within the < 40o-word epoch, where there is 
no conflict between stylistic and developmental- factors, and compare those 
res\llts with those for children in the > 400~word epoch. The main point of 
these analyses is to determine whether early 'stylistic' variance in closed. 
class usage is continuous with productive control over grammar, or whether 
this' style I measUre taps into sources of variance that are unrelated to later 
grammar (in line with claims by Bates et al. 1988). We will begin with results 
for the full cross-sectional sample, and then present results for a subsample 
whose parents filled out the CDI :Toddlers twice, with a separation of 
approximately 6'5 months between administrations. 

Table 2 summarizes the concurrent correlations ofclosed-class style with 
age, gender, birth order and the same five measures of social class described 
in the previous section. These correlations were conducted three ways: for 
the total sample (N = 1130), for children with vocabularies under 400 words 
(N::: 744), and for children with vocabularies above 400 words (N = 386). In 
all three analyses, age was significantly correlated with closed~class style
although, as we shall see later, there is reason to believe that these 
correlations may have a different cause before and after the 40o-word point. 
In contrast with the above analyses of referential style, there is very little 
evidence here for a link between closed-class style and demographic variables. 
The only correlation that reaches significance is a r = + 0'13 relationship with 
maternal education (p < 0'05). As can be seen from Table 2, this correlation 
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is due entirely to children with vocabularies over 400 words - the period in' 
which closed-class words are starting to develop in a systematic way. 

In our previous work (see especially Bates et al. 1988), we have argued that 
early use of c1osed~c1ass words reflects a 'rote' or . holistic' approach to 

language - one that is discontinuous with productive use of grammar later 
on. Another test of this hypothesis comes from the 228 children whose 
parents filled out the Toddler Scale for a second time, approximately 6, S 

months after the first administration. We correlated closed-class proportion 
scores at Time I with two concurrent measures of language (total vocabulary 
and grammatical complexity), and with three longitudinal measures at T:me 
2 (total vocabulary, grammatical complexity, and closed-class percentages), 
The same correlations were conducted four times: for the sample as a whole 
(N::: 228), for children whose vocabularies exceed 400 words at both time 
points (N::: 37), for children whose vocabularies fell below 400 words at both 
time points (N = 83), and for children who made the passage from vocabu
laries below 400 words at Time I to vocabularies over 400 words at Time 2 

(N = 108). These four groupings are based directly on our earlier results (see 
especially Fig. 9) suggesting that variance in closed-class use is purely 
stylistic before 400 words, while it comes under systematic developmental 
control after that point. Results of these analyses are summarized in Table 3. 

TAB LE 3. Concurrent and longitudinal correlationi' between Time I closed
class percentage scores and other language measures 

Size of vocabulary at Time I and Time" 

TI All TI > 400 TI < 400 TI < 400 
Tz All T,,> 400 Tz < 400 T" > 400 

(N =z28) (N == 37) (N", 83) (N"" 108) 

Time I 

Total vocabulary 0·16 .... 0·60· .... -0'01 -O'IS· 
Complexity 0'31·"~ o'8o·oIl<* 0'01 0'01 

Time Z 

Total vocabulary o'oi -0'19" -0'050'45 '" 
Complexity O' I3" o·sz .... -o'oi -0'03 
% Closed class 0·34 ...... 0.48.... 0·46u• 0'°7 

.. =p < 0'05; .... = p< 0'01; ..... =P < 0'001. 

For the group as a whole, the early closed-class scores are significantly and 
positively correlated with vocabulary and grammar at Time I, and with 
grammatical complexity and closed-class usage at Time 2. However, the 
remaining analyses show that there are really three distinct patterns \.lnder
lying these correlations. 

For children who are already into the productive range at Time I (with 
vocabularies over 400 words) it is fair to conclude that' everything correlates 
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with everything else', That is, their use of closed-class items is strongly 
related to concurrent vocabulary and grammar, and to all three measures 
later on. This is what we would expect if closed-class usage reflects 'true 
grammar' in children with vocabularies as large as this, and it also suggests 
that grammar and vocabulary are very tightly linked during this phase of 
development (see also Marchman & Bates, 1994). 

For children who are still below the 400-word mark at both time poims, 
early closed-class usage bears no relationship at all to concurrent vocabulary 
or grammar. It bears a weak relationship to later vocabulary - but in the 
negative direction (r == -0'19, P < 0'05), suggesting that heavy reliance on 
closed-class items in the early stages of development may be associated with 
a slower rate of development overall. And yet, interestingly enough, there is 
clear continuity between closed-class usage at Time I and the same measure 
at Time 2 for this particular group of children (r == +0'48, P < 0'01), 
suggesting that they are still (for better or for worse) taking the same general 
approach to language learning. If (as we have assumed) the early appearance 
of closed·class words before the 40o-word point actually reflects a rote or 
holistic approach to language learning, then we may .conclude that this 
approach is stable (at least for some children) between the second and third 
year of life. 

The most important finding comes from the largest group of children, 
those who are below the 400-word mark at Time I but beyond that point at 
Time 2. These children are not particularly slow for their age (a vocabulary 
under 400 words is quite normal at Time I), nor are they particularly fast (i.e, 
a vocabulary above 400 words is not unusual at Time 2). However, if we 
assume that variation in closed-class scores is STYLISTIC in the < 400 range 
and DEVELOPMENTAL in the> 400 range, then our conclusion is clear: 

The early appearance of closed-class words bears no relationship at all to 
the later acquisition of grammar. ' 

Furthermore, because this group shows a significant negative correlation 
between closed-class scores at Time I and vocabulary size at Time I (r 
= -0'18, P < 0'05), it seems fair to conclude that ,this dimension of style is 
associated with a slight disadvantage in overall rate of lexical development. 
Of course this does not mean that closed.c1ass usage is bad for children in the 
early stages. Indeed, there is nothing that we can conclude about direction of 
causation from the pattern of correlations in Table 3, Some possible 
interpretations for these patterns are proposed below. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have provided evidence for developmental changes in the composition of 
the lexicon, reflecting a shift in emphasis from reference, to predication, to 
grammar. Each of these transitions takes place within a particular vocabulary 
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range: 1-100 words for common nouns: 50-200 words for verbs and 
adjectives; 400 words for closed-class morphemes, These systematic relatlOn
ships between size and composition of vocabulary (despite wide variations in 
age) provide evidence for recent' critical mass' accounts of early lexical and 
grammatical development (e.g. Plunkett et at. 199 I; Marchman & Bates, 
1994). At the same time, they prove that the study of QUALITATIVE variation 
in lexical style is confounded b), QUANTiTATIVE variation in rate of lexical 
development - in line with recent criticisms by Lieven & Pine (1990). 

We examined the range of individual differences that can be observed in 
'referential style' (percentage of common nouns) and 'closed-class style' 
(percentage of grammatical function words), when individual differences in 
rate of lexical development are controlled. There does indeed appear to be 
substantial individual variation in lexical composition within vocabulary 
levels. For referential style, the variance is maximal between 10 and So words 
(in line with Katherine Nelson's original findings - Nelson, 1973). However, 
stylistic and developmental variances co-exist across this range, requiring 

,~~' some kind of multivariate approach and/or the use of percentile scores based 
on vocabulary size'if we want to pull apart these two distinct sources of 
variation in early noun use. By contrast, variation in closed·class proportions 
is characterized by two distinct developmental epochs. For children with 
vocabularies under 400 words, there is no linear or non-linear relationship 
between vocabulary size and closed-class scores, And yet there are still 
substantial individual differences across this lexical range - stylistIC varia tion 
that appears to be independent of vocabulary size. After 400 words, the 
picture changes: there is a strong linear relationship between lexical de
velopment and closed-class use that affects all children from the bottom to 
the top tenth percentile. Hence stylistic variance (if any remains) is now 
obscured by developmental effects. Given these distributions, it seems that 
we can use straightforward linear statistics to study variation in closed-class 
usage before the 400-wordpoint. After that point, developmental confounds 
have to be controlled, by parcelling out vocabulary size and/or by assigning 
percentile scores based on vocabulary levels (a look-up table for the 
calculation of closed~class style is .provided in the Appendix). 

Finally, we followed these recommendations in studying the correlates of 
lexical style. First, we looked at the correlates of referential style in children 
with vocabularies between 10 and so words. When vocabulary levels are 
controlled, the oft-cited association between referential style and precocity 
seems to disappear. However, modest correlations with social class and 
maternal education remain, suggesting that environmental factors may 
contribute some of the variance in early' nouniness' (but see foornote 2). 
With the measures that are available to us in this study, we nnd little evidence 
for long-term associates of referential style, It is not the case, for example, 
that referential children invariably' turn into' children with low :evels of 
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c/.osed~clllss use 6-7 months later (i.e: telegraphic style), nor do expressive 
children 'turn into J children with exceptionally high levels of closed-class 
use (i.e, pronominal, holistic or formulaic style). Previous d~.monstrationsof 
continuity in 'nouniness' from .single- to multiword speech may have 
reflected continuity in the developmental variance that is also contained in 
such measures, To uncover the earliest manifestations of analytic/holistic 
style, we may need a very different set of lexical and/or phonological 
measures (e:g, the' rote production' variables described by Bates et ai" or the 
phonological style variables described by Vihman and her colleagues), The 
simple proportion scores provided by this vocabulary checklist are not 

enough. 
In analysing the correlates of closed-class style, we found some limited 

evidence in support of a link between rate of development (i,e. precocity) and 
closed-class proportion scores, Even when we restrict our attention to 
children with vocabularies under 400 words (when there is no developmental 
relation between closed-class scores and vocabulary size), a small but reliable 
correlation with age remains. Specifically, children at the high end of the 
closed~class continuum tend to be slightly older: children at the low end tend 
to be a little bit younger. This is compatible with the argument that I holistic' 
children detect and reproduce function words in rote frames because they 
have more mature memories and/or better-developed perceptual abilities, 
This information-processing account is buttressed by the fact that we found 
no correlations between closed-class style and the 'fellow travellers' of 
precocity (e,g. gender, birth order, social class, maternal education), The 
same hypothesis can be used to explain the negative correlations between rate 
of vocabulary development and closed-class 'style when we restrict our 
attention to children in the < 400-word range, That is, we need not assume 
that early use of function words is 'bad for children'. Instead, we suggest that 
children who ~re developing slowly (for reasons that we do not yet 
understand) arrive at the I same J stage of lexical development with an 
information-processing system' that is somewhat more mature in other 
respects than that of younger lexically matched controls. This fact permits 
them to pick up perceptual details that younger children cannot detect, or 
choose to ignore. As a result, they try to reproduce those details (e.g, Uh wan' 
dat),whether they understand them or not. 

Vie also considered a 'grammar module' explanation for the independence 
of closed.class variance and vocabulary size in children under the 4oo-word 
boundary. To test this hypothesis, we examined correlations between closed
class style at Time 1 (in the < 400-word range) and measures of lexical and 
grammatical development at Time 2 (in the >400-word range). These 
analyses showed that the Time 1 measure of closed-class usage was com
pletely unrelated to later advances in language (including later measures of 
grammar). We conclude from these longitudinal analyses that early usage of 
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closed-class words does NOT reflect the early emergence of productivel 
grammar, 

At this point, we can only speculate about the basis of the closed· class style 
dimension, As we noted at the outset, many important sources of information 
about early language development cannot be obtained through parental 
report - including phonological factors, perceptual factors, measures of child 
memory and cognitive style, type/token ratios and other frequency-sensitive 
measures of input and output, and sensitive indices of parent-child in
teraction, All these variables (and others as well) will need to be explored if 
we want to understand the causes of individual variation in early language 
development. Nor should we fall into the trap of treating these causal 
variables as mutually exclusive, competing explanations, We have argued 
elsewhere (e.g, Bates et ai, 1988; Bates & ThaI, 1991; Bates, Thai & 
Marchman, 199 I) that variations and dissociations of the kind described here 
provide clues to the underlying mechanisms that can' come apart' in the first 
stages of development. But these mechanisms may' come apart' for a variety 
of reasons, including differential rate of maturation within and across 
components, child temperament, and variations in parental style and linguis
tic input. 

In this paper, we have provided evidence for robust individual diffe~ences 

in the early stages of language development, although these differences often 
reflect a complex interplay of developmental and stylistic variation, Most of 
the hard work that will be required to explain these differences still lies ahead 
of us, Furthermore, most of this research will require more costly and 
labour-intensive sources of information than we can obtain with parental 
report. However, the parental report data that we' ha ve provided here can be 
used to place children on the developmental and stylistic landscape, identi
fying subjects for participation in more intensive studies, To assist 10 that 
effort. we have provided an Appendix with percentile scores for referen tial 
style (percentage of common nouns) and closed-class style (closed-class 
proportion scores) within vocabulary levels, 

As a final note, we should stress that all our conclusions pertain to ch:1dren 
who are learning English as their native language, It remains to be seen 
whether the same developmental and stylistic patterns hold up across 
structurally distinct language types, For example, Gopnik & Choi (1990) 
have reported earlier use of verbs and slower growth for nouns for infants 
who are learning Korean (an SOY language in which parents after. use 
sentences consisting of a single inflected verb), Their results are based on a 
different methodology (i,e. free speech in a controlled situation), so it is still 
unclear whether the apparent difference between English and Korean reflects 
methodological factors or a cross-linguistic finding with important conse
quences for theories of lexical and grammatical development during the 
second year of life, At present (1993) versions of the MacArthur CDI are 
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Hollingshead, A, (1965). Two-factor index of sodal positlon, New Haven: Yale Universit~ 
Press. 

,~vaifable for Spanish (Jackson-Maldonado et al. 1993), Italian (Caselli & 
Casadio, 1992), Japanese (Ogura; Yamashita, Murase & Dale, 1992), and 

Jackson-Maldonado, D., Thai, D" Marchman, V" Bates, E. & Gutierrez-Clellen, V. (1993),
American Sign Language (Reilly, Provine, Anderson & Bellugi, 1992). In a Early lexical development in Spanish-speaking infants and toddlers. Journal of Child' 
relatively shon time, we may learn a great deal about language universals and 
language-specific p-ftterns of variation during the passage from first words to 
grammar. 
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TABLE A2,-cont, 
APPENDIX 

4° 35'79 47'29 52 '84
Tables for determining referential style and closed-class style, 45 38'65 49'18 53'7 2 
corrected for vocabulary level S° 40 '65 51'3° 54'67 

I, 55 4 1 '93 52 '00 55'55 
60 4 2,'86 52'67 56'5'

TAB LE A1. Table jor determining rejerential style (percentage oj common 65 45'11 53'67 57'65
 
nouns adjusted jor vocabulary size) between age 0; 8 and r .. 4 on
 7° 48'04 54'20 59'55 

CDJ:Jnjants 75 5°'00 55'88 60'54 
80 5I' 56 56'89 61'17 
85 53'36 58'00 62'80Percentile for Production level (total words) 
9° 56'80 59'29 65'87percentage of 
95 59' 52 61'24 68,80 

common nouns 1-5" 6-10 11-20 ZI-50 > 5° 

• Because variance in referential style (i ,e, percentage of total vocabulary consisting of 
5 ° ° 1'94 zO'72 37'47 common nouns) changes shape and meaning after I so-zoo words, we are only providing10 9'°9 23'61 42'ZO° ° tables for children with vocabularies under 200 words, 

15 0 0 14'34 26'87 44'70
 
20 0 18'91 30'62 46'38
°
 
25 5'00 21'43 36'09 48'83
°
 
3° °
 11'11 25'00 37'5° 5°'00 

TAB LE A3, Table jor determining levels oj closed-class USe (holdz'ng12,68 26'67 40'41 50'3835 ° vocabulary level constant) between age 1,' 4 and ;I; 64° 14'28 27'78 4 1,83 51'27 
';l~ 

° 
45 0 16'67 3°'77 43'48 53'°8 ,~ 

5° ° 16,67 32'46 44'91 54'61 ·,r~ 
Percentile for Production level (total words) 

55 0 21'50 33'33 45'85 55'47 percentage of
 
60 27'14 36'46 46'93 56'5 8
 closed class 0-50 50-100 100-ZOO 200-300 300-400 4°0-5°0 500-6eo > 600 
65 20'00 28'57 38'7° 50'00 57'66 
7° zo'oo 33'33 40'00 51'77 59'00 

° 

n,a, 0'60 0'9 6 2' SZ Z'62 3'11 6'81 10'19 
~,

75 25'00 33'33 45'63 SJ'I3 59'76 ',\1 I::> n,a, 1'28 1'80 3'3 1 3'73 4'39 8'28 11'64 
t~80 33'33 4°'00 47'25 55'5 6 62'57 r, 15 n,a, 2'39 z'64 3'73 4'14 S'ZI 8'6z Iz'60 

85 40'00 50'00 52'79 58'5 6 65'01 20 n,a, 3'063'06 4'05 4'49 5'88 9'07 13'02 
9° 5°'00 5°'00 56'25 61'77 65'82 25 n,a, 3'23 3'3 6 4'37 4'87 6'25 9'46 13' I 3 
95 100'00 59'14 62'90 69'1 I 66'63 30 o,a, 4'01 3' 59 4'68 5'28 6'9 I 9'84 13'40 

35 0'0 4'4° 4'24 5'12 5' 55 7'45 10'3 r 13' 59 
" Because most children with vocabularies between I and 5 words have no common nouns at 4° 2'Z9 4'7 6 4'77 5'35 5'97 7,81 10'46 13' 83 
all, this table should only be used to assign scores for relatively HIGH common·noun 45 2'92 510 5'34 5'50 616 8'07 [0'75 14'02 
percentage scores in this vocabulary range (Le, scores in the top quartile, ftom 25 to 100 % 5° 4'08 6'03 5'59 5'86 645 8'33 11'24 14'22 
common nouns), 55 4'80 6'33 5'75 5'97 6'82 8'i5 11'4z 14'45 

60 5'88 6'93 6'07 6'44 7'3 2 9'12 I I' 59 14'54 
6,6865 7'3 6 7'58 6'93 7'82 9'39 11'98 14'65TAB LE A2, Table jor determining rejerential style (percentage oj common ;11, 70 8'87 8'5 2 T I 4 i'34 8'22 9'88 IZ'3 8 14'8,;nouns) between age r;4 and 2;6 (or linguistic equI'valent) 

75 9'64 9'5° 7'88 7'75 8'45 10'35 IZ'54 15'02 
80 11'77 10'53 8'20 7'97 8'74 10'9 1 I Z'90 '5' 12 

Production level 

.-ry 

85 12'93 I 1'38 9'01 8'5 6 9'4° [ 1'35 13'39 [ 5'20 
Percentile for (total words)" 90 14'i9 12'92 10'°9 9'3 6 10'45 12'3 1 13'95 [ 5'45 
percentage of 95 19'20 16'3 I 12'28 10'73 11'37 13'55 14'60 15'78 

common nouns 50-100 100-2000-5°-
5 9'48 34'41 42'45
 

10 15'5° 37'59 44'74
 
15 20'00 40'98 47'57
 
20 22'81 42'01 49'15
 
25 28'7 8 43'67 5°'23
 
30 3°'77 45'46 5 , '61
 

'-rt35 33'33 46':::1 52'22 
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